Redmine - Defect #8081
GIT: Commits missing when user has the "decorate" git option enabled
2011-04-06 04:01 - Toshi MARUYAMA

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Toshi MARUYAMA
Category: SCM
Target version: 1.2.0
Resolution: Fixed

Start date: 2011-04-06
Due date: 

% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour

Affected version: 1.1.2

Description

https://www.chiliproject.org/issues/316

Related issues:
Related to Redmine - Defect # 8083: Stable branch broken

Closed 2011-04-06

Associated revisions

Revision 5338 - 2011-04-06 04:41 - Toshi MARUYAMA
scm: git: add "decorate = short" in config log section of test repository (#8081).

Revision 5346 - 2011-04-06 08:58 - Toshi MARUYAMA
scm: git: backout r5340 (#8081, #8083).

Git on Redmine CI Server does not support "--no-decorate" option of "git log".

Revision 5347 - 2011-04-06 08:59 - Toshi MARUYAMA
scm: git: backout r5336 (#8081, #8083).

Git on Redmine CI Server does not support "--no-decorate" option of "git log".

Revision 5348 - 2011-04-06 09:15 - Toshi MARUYAMA
scm: git: change "decorate = short" to "decorate = no" in config log section of test repository (#8081, #8083).

Git on Redmine CI Server does not support "--no-decorate" option of "git log".

Revision 5349 - 2011-04-06 09:16 - Toshi MARUYAMA
scm: git: use "-c log.decorate=no" option instead of "--no-decorate" of "git log" above Git 1.7.2 (#8081, #8083).

Git on Redmine CI Server does not support "--no-decorate" option of "git log".

History

#1 - 2011-04-06 04:03 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Subject changed from GIT: Annotated commits missing when user has the "decorate" git option enabled to GIT: Commits missing when user has the "decorate" git option enabled

#2 - 2011-04-06 04:57 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to Fixed

I fixed r5334, r5338 in trunk and r5336, r5340 in stable-1.1.

#3 - 2011-04-06 08:42 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Status changed from Closed to Reopened
- Target version changed from 1.1.3 to 1.2.0
- Resolution deleted (Fixed)

#4 - 2011-04-06 10:32 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Status changed from Reopened to Closed
- Resolution set to Fixed

Getting git version logic is in trunk only.
So, I change target version to 1.2.0.